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Overview
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A musical French evening through
joy and wisdom of life by looking at
delicious food, haute de couture,
anecdotes and French music from 

La "Vie en Rose" to "My Way",
 from "Brother John" to "Mozart" or
from artists like 

"Piaf", "Dietrich", "Brel", 
"Michel Legrand" to "Saint Exupéry".

https://www.stefanierummel.com/chansons


Artists Stefanie Rummel

Andreas Sommer

Singer & Actress: 
Multilingual speaking singer and actress who
interacts with the audiences, places subtle
stories and has the talent to sing various styles
of French music but also she sings Jazz, Musical
Theatre, Cross-over and Pop.  

Pianist: 
Versatile pianists who can play classical music,
jazz, pop, musical theatre. He interacts straight
forward sacarstically with the singer and is one
source of humor and musical journeys.



A show is full of passion about life shown in an
intimate way.

Warm colors such as different shades of red and
black are created by the lighting, decoration and
curtain. 

A piano is standing in the right corner. There is an
option for a small band Depending on the venue also
more musicians could be involved. 
Spotlights highlight the stage in subtle way.

A chair is placed the left side as well a a paravent
with a shiny red bag.

The set design can be more glamouros with
projections of France or a design of a Cafe theatre.

Tone Love
War
Food
Fashion
Traditions
Music
Family live
Childhood
Memories
Time



French Alliances

Cooperations

French Restaurants

In cooperation with a French catering company or
restaurant, food can be served before the start of the
show and after the intermission and the end of the
show.

French allicances can be good cooperation partners for
connecting with the right audiences. 



One-Woman-Shows with the French topics and music with
artists such as Ute Lemper, Bernadette Peters, Liza Minnelli
have been successfully produced as big shows.

"Song & Dance" was on Broadway and played at the London
Westend.  Also the show "The Angel and the Sparrow" with
story and songs about Edith Piaf and Marlene Dietrich toured
the world. 

Ute Lemper starred with Paris Days and Berlin Nights" in big
international theatres as well as in places like the 54 Below in
NYC. As has Liliane Montevecchi and Melissa Errico with
Legrand Differences have done. Jen Fellman is the winner of
the Best One-Woman Musical "Frenchy – A Parisian Affair".
(United Solo)

The interest in the French culture has been strong also in film
like in Moulin Rouge or Emily in Paris. 

Similar shows



Why this show?Intercultural 

Inspiring 

Small cast

Interactive

Understanding each other: 
The more the world grows together the more it is
important that we have a look at other cultures and
understand them in various ways.

Experiencing it together:
Connecting to the audience in a show like this
ensures that these topics touch hearts. We laugh,
reflect and think together. 

Take home messages: 
Anectodes about different ways of living inspire us
to look at our own lifes in a different way. We can
take home messages, that can change our life.  

The production costs are low which is key in
corona times. To  perform online  and home
catering is an option. 



Reviews

         Rheingauer Echo

"Great chansons, passionate feelings:"

"Stefanie Rummel and Andreas Sommer inspired with "Chansons
and more."

"Stefanie Rummel moved through the program as a singer,
praesenter and inspiring entertainer."

         Frankfurter Neue Presse 

"Stefanie Rummel walks through the
different genres of music in three
languages: German, French, English.

 Rummel is a stage professional and
presented her shows on cruise ships and
in New York."
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European triple threat entertainer & creator: 
Award winning singer, character actress, dancer and magician who
performs in German, English and French. 

She writes her own shows and songs which have been performed
nationally and internationally such as in Germany, France, Norway,
Luxembourg; New York. (US)  

About 11 years she played in the longest running show of the world of
"Nunsense" and has been seen in "Jesus Christ" and "Sweet Charity",
"Kiss me Kate". 

Having lived in France, Germany and the US, she integrates her
intercultural experiences into her shows in an inspiring way. 

Her audience felt touched and enriched by the diverse perspectives of
her show.

Creator

www.stefanierummel.com
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